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Cautionary and Warning Statements
• This kit is designed and intended for educational purposes only.
• Use only under the direct supervision of an adult who has read and understood the instructions provided
in this user guide.
• Read warnings on packaging and in manual carefully.
• Always exercise caution when using sharp tools.
• Keep fingers away from rotating blades.

Materials Included
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 nylon washers
7 PVC pipes
1 PVC pipe with attached motor hub
1 PVC cap
10 alligator cables
3 resistors
2 6-32 1/2" screws (use 7/64" hex key)
22 6-32 3/4" screws (use 7/64" hex key)
18 nuts
2 6-32 standoff posts
2 thumbscrews
6 gear shaft pins
1 gear font
1 digital multimeter
2 angle gauges
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4 hex keys (7/64", 3/32", 1/16", and 5/64")
1 prop hub
1 turbine clamp ring
1 long metal axle
4 4-40 3/16" screw (use 3/32" hex key)
1 black setscrew (use 3/32" hex key)
1 large motor hub
1 small setscrew (use 3/32" hex key)
1 long setscrew (use 1/16" hex key)
1 motor mount
6 wooden dowel rods
3 balsa blades
5 chipboard sheets
1 blade design sample sheet
1 weight-lifting adapter

Items Required (not included)
• Glue
• Scissors
• Hobby knife

• Ruler
• Pen
• Tape

Building the Turbine Stand
1. Slide a 6-32 1/2" screw into the top and bottom hole on the
main PVC pipe from the opposite side. Screw each of them
into a 6-32 standoff post (Figure 1).
2. Mount the prop hub to the motor hub with four 6-32 3/4"
screws (Figure 2). Be sure to line up the holes.
3. Place the turbine clamp ring onto the prop hub and secure it
with a 6-32 3/4" screw at the top and the bottom (Figure 3).

Figure 1

Figure 2

Figure 3
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4. Build the PVC pipe stand. The main PVC pipe and four PVC pipe legs go into the five-way cross (Figures 4
and 5). The PVC cap fits in the top. Note: Extra PVC pipe pieces are included if you want the wind turbine
to be taller.

Figure 4

Figure 5

Attaching Gears to the Turbine Stand
Note: 10T gears to 60T gears can be used with the Wind Turbine Experimenter’s Kit. Make sure to remove the
excess plastic from the gear so the teeth will mesh. Loosen and tighten the setscrew to make aligning the
gears easier. For this example, we will use the 60T gear.
1. Remove the 60T gear from the gear font.
2. Place a gear shaft pin into the middle of the gear and make sure it is flush with one side (Figure 6).
3. Slide the 60T gear into the shaft hub on the back of the turbine and secure it with the set screw (Figure 7).
4. Slide a nylon washer onto each of the red thumbscrews. Mount the motor mount onto the standoff posts.
Place a thumbscrew in the top hole, and then place a thumbscrew into the hole of the corresponding
gear ratio (Figure 8). In this example, the correct hole is labeled 6:1 (Figure 9).

Figure 6

Figure 7

Figure 8

Figure 9
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Creating Balsa Blades
1. Cut out the blade design you plan to use from the blade design sample sheet (Figure 10).
2. Trace the blade design onto a balsa blade and cut out the blade with a hobby knife (Figures 11 and 12).
Repeat two more times.
3. Measure an inch on three dowel rods. Each blade needs at least one inch of a dowel rod exposed so the
dowel rod can fit into the hub on the Wind Turbine Experimenter’s Kit.
4. Put a line of glue into the middle of a balsa blade and glue the rod to it (Figure 13). Make sure an inch of
the dowel rod sticks out at the bottom of the blade. Repeat two more times.

Figure 10

Figure 11

Figure 12

Figure 13
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Creating Chipboard Blades
1. Cut out the blade design you plan to use from the blade design sample sheet.
2. Trace the blade design onto a chipboard sheet and cut out the blade with scissors (Figures 14 and 15).
Repeat this five more times. Note: More than one blade can be created per sheet.
3. Measure an inch on three dowel rods. Each blade needs at least one inch of a dowel rod exposed so the
dowel rod can fit into the hub on the Wind Turbine Experimenter’s Kit.
4. Put a line of glue into the middle of a chipboard blade and glue the rod to it (Figure 16). Repeat two more
times.
5. Tape a chipboard blade without a dowel rod to one with a dowel rod so that the dowel rod is in the
middle. Tape the edges so there are no gaps (Figure 17). Repeat two more times.

Figure 14

Figure 15

Figure 16

Figure 17
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Attaching Blades to the Hub
1. Push a blade into the prop hub until the bottom of the blade is flush with the center (Figure 18). Place
a 6-32 3/4" screw on each side of the blade. Note: When you are placing blades into the prop hub, two
screws must be used to fully secure the blade.
2. Repeat Step 1 to add the other blades (Figure 19).
1.

Figure 18

Figure 19

Assembling and Using Angle Gauges
Note: The angle gauge with the 1/8" offset is for balsa blades and the other blade angle gauge is for
chipboard blades.
1. Place two 4-40 3/16" screws into the back of each angle gauge (Figure 20).
2. To use the gauges, press the screws on the gauge flush against the prop hub, look down the blade, and
rotate to the desired angle (Figure 21).

Figure 20
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Figure 21
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Assembling Weight Add-On
Note: This turbine setup is used to attach a weight with string to the weight-lifting adapter and long
setscrew. You can use this setup to determine the amount of energy needed to lift the weight.
1. Remove the motor hub from the back of the turbine stand and attach the large motor hub in its place.
Secure by tightening the small silver setscrew (Figure 22).
2. Insert the long axle into the large motor hub and secure by tightening the black setscrew (Figure 23).
3. Halfway down the long axle, attach the weight-lifting adapter and secure it with the long setscrew
(Figures 24 and 25).

Figure 22

Figure 23

Figure 24

Figure 25
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Activity Ideas
• Determine the number of blades that provides the greatest power output for a given blade design.
• Use three or more different blade designs and determine whether the number of blades that provides the
greatest power output for any given blade design is always the same.
• Compare blade output with various finishes applied (or not applied as the case may be): rough sanded,
fine sanded, coated with lacquer, or coated with lacquer and then waxed and polished.
• Using the same basic blade design, determine the difference in output for various blade lengths (for
example, 6", 8", 10").
• Resistors, alligator cables, and a multimeter are included for your convenience so you can create your own
activities.
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